XLI. On the Structure of the Earth~ and ihe Changes which axe continually passing upon it by the constant Operation Of the Laws gf Nature. Read before the Glasgow PhilosoThical
Society on the 29th of July 1822. By JAM~S BoAz, Esq.* O N examining the structure of the earth, it is found to consist of stratum sub stratum as deep as has yet been explored; and mostly all having the appearance as if water had been the principal agent in their formation.--Of these immense masses of inert matter, there is another feature which obtrudes itself on our attendon,--whether the stratified beds be of clay, till, sand, gravel, nmd, or Other soft substance, or coal, schistus, limestone, ironstone, or even the hardest rock ; all have been subjected, more or less, to change of situs, either uT~oard , downward, or laterally. Thus, First. In some instances a whole district of land appears to have been forced upward per saltum, or rather its contiguous or adjoining district depressed, as if what formerly upheld it, had sunk, or been annihilated. These sits are well known to miners; when they lose their vein, it is usually by a dyke or trouble intervening, and (unless acquainted with the conterminous workings) they are often completely, at a stand, after they get through it, whether to dig for the lost stratum above or below its tormer floor. They sometimes find it again 10 feet higher up or lower down ; sometimes 100, and sometimes not at all; as it has either cropped out to day, descended past their reach, or otherwise unaccountably disappeared. Between the parted masses there is almost always a ~aartition wall or dyke, several feet thick, consisting often of calcareous, siliceous or metallic substances, which after the disruption had interposed themselves, either in a dry or a fluid state, to fill up the chasm. Some beautiful stalactitial specimens of this kind may be seen at the Giants' Causeway in Ireland.
Second. Vertical separations, where immense rocks and even also whole districts have receded laterally from each other, without having, produced any change in the relative level of their respecuve strata. In these cases the chasms have generally been filled with the same materials as those produced by sits.
Third. That exercise of Omnipotence, which produced the vertical depressions and lateral recedings before alluded to, muse have occasioned these innumerable declinations of strata, from the dead level, to all degrees of obliquity, every where so conspicuous; as well as the many extensive caverns of vast dimensions, through which water having found a passage has, in the course of ages, worn down, dissolved and carried Off those materials which otherwise would have accumulated and entirely filled them.
In other cases, after every, corner of every cavity has. been filled or cemented, we see the effects of fresh disruptlons~ denudations, and separations of materials, and subsequent fillings up.
In all tile classes of animal and vegetable beings, it is easy to know, by their appearance, nearly the length of time they have existed ; but, except in the instances in which we surpi'ise nature at Work in her laboratory, in the ark of repairing, by her, liquid petrifactive solder, the ghastly fissures and fractures of the shell we inhabit, it is impossible to ascertain the age in which any of these masses assumed their presenl shape. When however we see that a rock has been cracked and cemented, it is reasonable to conclude that the mending has been a subsequent operation to that of the formation. Again, when we see stratified masses of equal thickness having a declination of 45 degrees, we may rest assured that these masses are not reposing in the situation in which they were Origin~l~r formed: for, were a flat level field to be covered over wxtla fluid mud, it would, on drying, form a stratum of nearly equal thickness throughout :--on the other hand, if the same mud had been deposited on the side of a mountain, the stratum would be shallow high up, and deeper at the bottom. In some parts of the world, we see immense chains of high mountains composed of matter stratified in every direction 1tom the dead level to the Vertical. These also we may fairly conclude were not originally so.
Every mountnln, whether of soft or hard materials, has a tendency by the gravity of its particles to find a lower situation. The moulderin,~ tooth of time, aided by frosts, ralns, winds and chemical affinities, fritters away the most flinty precipices, and pulverizes them so sufficiently as to be blowrr down by every breeze, or washed and floated away by innumerable currents of water to the great receptacle, theoce~ and there deposited, in stratum super stratum, oftenat immense depths, until an event shortly to be mentioned brings them up again to the face of day.
In Holland, the lowest of all Iow countries, excavations have been made several hundred yards deep, and nothing but beds of alluvia found. The highest lands,--Quito, the Andes of America ; the Himhla mountains in Asia, still higher; and others, on all of which marine debris has been fonnd,--nmst Vol. In endeavourin, g to account for these transitious phsenomenu, philosophers have classed each other into Neptunians and Plutonists. I will here briefly scan their respective doctrines. Tile former attribute ill to the agency of water• There is no doubt that by it the highest lands would, in the process of future remote age~, find their way to the bottom of the sea as mentioned above. But what of that ? Continuous silent fritterings and wearings down might well reduce the height of the Alps, so as to be washed by the waves of the ocean, and indeed to level all distinctions between sea and land, but could never remove whole countries from one latitude or climate to another. On the other hand, the Plutonists attribute all these ph~enomena to internal fires and volcanic eruptions. lava to distant deprts. Islands formed an the middle of the sea, and immense beds of the hardest materials tossed up and laid recumbent at every angle of elevation; but still such gigantic agency falls far short of placing the coast of Cayenne at the pole, or Lapland at the equator; and yet there is a natural power that can do this, other than any I have yet mentioned; and that power is at this moment at work. The equatorial diameter of the globe is 8000 miles. It is flattened at the poles like an orange. The proportion between the equatorial and polar diameters of the earth being as 230 to 229: hence the difference is a two hundred -and thirtieth part of the whole, or 35 miles. When therefore~ in the slow succession of ages, the polar parts of the earth become the equatorial, either the solid parts at the preser~t poles must rise, or the hollows become filled up by the ocean, which in that case will there have a depth equal to nearlyl7 miles; and, on the other hand, some parts of the presentequatorial terradlgrraa, when wrought round to the situation of the future poles, must so sink anuaccommedate themselves by centrifugal action, and other great causes, as to cause the earth to assume and maintain the form which it now has,--that of an oblate spheroid. "203 but such as it is, I now submit it to your consideration. Its rationale is simple, accords with and sufficiently, accounts for all the geological phmnomena and facts we are m possession of; and amongst the rest hitherto inscrutable, these immense forests of vegetable remains laid prostrate and transformed into beds of coal, covered over by and buried under millions of acres of matter, in some places a hundred, in others a thousand feet deep, accessible only by pick, wedge and hammer to the miner, who brings up productions of past ages and warm climes, as a substitute during winter for the absence of that great luminary the sun, by whose agency they were originally reared. But this is not all. In the slow, progressive and equal whirl of the terrestrial ball, deposits of this kind have been made at periods remotely distant from each other, as coalformations are often separated by strata, which must have rec~uired thousands of years to collect and deposit.
_r~or is this theor~¢ destitute of support from analogical reasoning. We see the earth, in her annual revolution round the sun, alternately turning every part of her surface to his benign influence ; so much so, that on an average tho poles receive nearly as much light and heat in 365 days as the equator. A~D wHY, to make all parts equal otherwise, ~.~Y
SHE NOT REVOLVE IN THIS WAY ALSO ?
All nature goes by revolutions, by production and reproduction : the death of one animal is the life of another. The individual is the son of a day,--the species may be said to be eternal. By the same parity of reasoning, the moon also changes her poles ; and, if we may credit our visual organs, something very like a former pole still appears on her disk near her lower limb, where the seas and land run more in stripes pointing to it--something like our own Greenland, and other northern isles, peaks, and promontories, all which lie more north and south than east and west, occasioned, perhaps, by the tidal currents running more in that direction in the polar regions than at the equator.
We can judge of matters only as they present themselves to our senses. Man also, like his fellow animals, is the creature of but a day; his observations of the forms and relative positions of theseas, waters, and mountains of the earth are extremely limited; indeed, their changes are so slow that they are often made before the operations were perceived. He can with difficulty see even the hour hand's motion of a dial, and ho w can he tbllow the growth of the shell of a nut or of the terraqueous globe ! 
